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For mapping energetic interactions in proteins, a technique was developed that uses evolutionary data for a protein family to measure statistical interactions between amino acid positions. For the PDZ domain family, this analysis predicted a set of energetically coupled positions for a binding site residue that includes unexpected long-range interactions. Mutational studies confirm these predictions, demonstrating that the statistical energy function is a good indicator of thermodynamic coupling in proteins. Sets of interacting residues form connected pathways through the protein fold that may be the basis for efficient energy conduction within proteins.

Many cellular processes depend on the sequential establishment of protein-protein interactions that underlie the propagation of information through a signaling system. The interaction of one protein with another can be thought of as an energetic perturbation to each binding surface that distributes through the three-dimensional structure to cause specific changes in protein function (1). The structural basis for this process is largely unknown, but large-scale mutagenesis has begun to define some basic principles of energy parsing in proteins. Studies of the interaction of human growth hormone with its receptor show that binding energy is not smoothly distributed over the interaction surface; instead, a few residues comprising only a small fraction of the interaction surface account for most of the free-energy change (2). Similarly, high-affinity interaction of K+ channel pores with peptide scorpion toxins buries ~15 residues on the toxin molecule, but most of the binding energy depends on only two amino acid positions (3, 4). Thus, protein interaction surfaces contain functional epitopes or hot spots of binding energy that are generally not predictable from the atomic structure.

In addition, a large body of evidence suggests that the change in free energy at a protein interaction surface propagates through the tertiary structure in a seemingly arbitrary manner. Studies addressing mechanisms of substrate specificity in serine proteases show that many specificity have been shown to occur at sites that are distant in tertiary structure from the antigen-binding site, despite substantial increases in binding energy (5).

An important step in understanding the problem of energy distribution in proteins is the full-scale mapping of energetic coupling between amino acid positions. Thermodynamic mutant cycle analysis (3, 7), a technique that measures the energetic interaction of two mutations, provides a direct method to systematically probe such relations of protein sites. However, practical considerations limit this technique to small-scale studies, precluding a full mapping of all energetic interactions on a complete protein. We report a study that uses evolutionary data for a protein family to measure energetic coupling between positions on a multiple sequence alignment (MSA).

Evolution of a protein fold is the result of large-scale random mutagenesis, with selection constraints imposed by function. The theory described below is based on two hypotheses that derive from the empirical observation of sequence evolution. The lack of evolutionary constraint at one position should cause the distribution of observed amino acids at that position in the MSA to approach their mean abundance in all proteins, and deviations from the mean values should quantitatively represent conservation. In addition, the functional coupling of two positions, even if distantly positioned in the structure, should mutually constrain evolution at the two positions, and these should be represented in the statistical coupling of the underlying amino acid distributions (8).

Two definitions guide the development of statistical parameters used in our analysis: (i) Conservation at a given site in a MSA is defined as the overall deviance of amino acid frequencies at that site from their mean values, and (ii) statistical coupling of two sites, i and j, is defined as the degree to which amino acid frequencies at site i change in response to a perturbation of frequencies at another site, j. This definition of coupling does not require that the overall conservation of site i change upon perturbation at j, but only that the amino acid population be rearranged. Therefore, we describe a site by a vector of 20 binomial probabilities of individual amino acid frequencies instead of the scalar multinomial probability of the overall amino acid distribution (9). This approach uniquely represents all changes in an amino acid distribution regardless of conservation at a given site.

For an evolutionarily well sampled MSA, where additional sequences do not significantly change the distribution at sites, the probability of any amino acid x at site i relative to that at another site, j, is related to the statistical free energy separating sites i and j for amino acid x (ΔG_{i\rightarrow j}) by the Boltzmann distribution (10)

\[ P_i^x = \frac{e^{-\Delta G_{i\rightarrow j}}}{P_j^x} \]

where kT* is an arbitrary energy unit (11). The probability of any amino acid x at site i (P_i^x) is given by the binomial probability of the observed number of x amino acids, given its mean frequency in all proteins (Fig. 1A) (12). The full distribution of amino acids at a site i can then be characterized by a 20-element vector of P_i^x for all x (P_i^x). If we take
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as site \( j \) a hypothetical site where all amino acids are found at their mean frequencies in the MSA as a reference state for all sites, we can use Eq. 1 to transform \( P_i^j \) into a vector of statistical energies that represents the evolutionary constraint at site \( i \). We then define an overall empirical evolutionary conservation parameter (\( \Delta G_{\text{stat}}^{i} \)) for site \( i \):

\[
\Delta G_{\text{stat}}^{i} = kT^* \sqrt{\sum_j \left( \ln \frac{P_j^i}{P_j^{\text{MSA}}} \right)^2}
\]

which amounts to taking the magnitude of the vector of amino acid statistical energies for site \( i \) (13).

To test the theory, we chose the PDZ domain family as a model system for the analyses described below. PDZ domains are a
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**Fig. 1.** A statistical energy function describing evolutionary conservation. (A) A comparison of amino acid distributions in 36,498 unique eukaryotic proteins from the Swiss-Prot database (black bars) and 274 members of the PDZ family (gray bars). Examples of amino acid distributions in (B) moderately conserved and (C) weakly conserved positions (POS) in the PDZ family (gray bars) in comparison to the Swiss-Prot mean distribution (black bars). There is a difference in scale between (B) and (C). (D) The statistical energy (\( \Delta G_{\text{stat}}^{i} \)) representing evolutionary conservation is plotted against the primary structure position. (E and F) A colorimetric mapping of \( \Delta G_{\text{stat}}^{i} \) on the tertiary structure of a representative member of the PDZ fold family [made with GRASP (29)]. (F) is rotated 180° in relation to (E), and the color scale for the energy function ranges from blue (0.000 \( kT^* \)) to red (6.000 \( kT^* \)). The yellow stick model shows the peptide ligand bound at the interaction site of the PDZ domain.
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**Fig. 2.** Statistical coupling for a single site in the PDZ domain family. (A) Examples of amino acid distributions for two PDZ domain sites before (black bars) and after (gray bars) a 6.45 \( kT^* \) perturbation at position 76. The distribution at position 63 changes very little upon perturbation at position 76, despite high overall conservation, and the distribution at position 34 changes significantly. (B) A full mapping of \( \Delta G_{\text{stat}}^{i} \) for PDZ position 76 for all other positions in the fold family. Only a small set of coupled positions distributed throughout the primary sequence emerge above noise. (C through F) Mapping of the data in (B) on the tertiary structure of a representative member of the fold family. Four views are shown, each successively rotated by 90° from the first, of the statistical coupling pattern for perturbations at PDZ position 76 over the entire PDZ domain. Coupled positions describe energetic interactions at sites spatially close to and distant from the point of perturbation. The color scale ranges from blue (0.330 \( kT^* \)) to red (2.330 \( kT^* \)).
family of small, evolutionarily well represented protein binding motifs for which four high-resolution structures of distantly related members exist (14–16). The structures are quite similar (root mean square deviation in Cα atoms of 1.4 Å), although the average sequence identity between pairs of domains is only 24% and, in many cases, is indistinguishable from random sequence identity. We used structure-based alignment techniques to generate a MSA of 274 eukaryotic PDZ domains (17). Overall amino acid distributions for all proteins and for PDZ domains alone differed only slightly, a fact that derives from the large sequence divergence of this fold family (Fig. 1A). Distributions at sites that represent moderately conserved [position 76, ΔGstat = 3.83 kT*, σ = 0.4 kT* (Fig. 1B)] and weakly conserved [position 99, ΔGstat = 0.1 kT*, σ = 0.4 kT* (Fig. 1C)] positions show that even moderate conservation skewed the mean amino acid distribution significantly, and lack of conservation was correlated with distributions closer to the mean.

Using Eq. 2, we calculated ΔGstat for all sites on the PDZ domain alignments. These data plotted on the primary structure show a dispersed pattern that describes the overall conservation profile of the fold family (Fig. 1D). The same data plotted on a representative three-dimensional structure of a member of the family show that this pattern simplifies into a rough description of the protein interaction surface of the fold (Fig. 1, E and F). For example, the groove on the surface of the PDZ domain that contains the co-crystallized peptide ligand (14, 16) (Fig. 1E) emerges as the most conserved portion of the protein family. This finding is consistent with the intuitive expectation that a proper measure of conservation should be able to map functionally important sites on a protein (18).

To measure the functional coupling of sites, we performed an experiment in which the statistical energy vector at a given site i was measured for two conditions: (i) the full MSA (ΔGstat) or (ii) a selected subset of the MSA representing a perturbation of the amino acid frequencies at another site, j (ΔGstatij). The magnitude of the difference in these two energy vectors gives a statistical coupling energy (ΔΔGij*stat) between sites i and j:

$$\Delta\Delta G_{ij}^* = kT^* \left( \sum_i \frac{P_{i\text{stat}}}{P_{i\text{MSA}}} - \ln \frac{P_i^{0*}}{P_i^{0\text{MSA}}} \right)^2$$

which quantitatively represents the degree to which the probability of individual amino acids at i is dependent on the perturbation at j (13). A systematic calculation of ΔΔGij*stat at all sites, i, for a given site, j, gives the full-scale mapping of statistical coupling for position j over all protein sites. We chose one functionally important site in the PDZ domain family as a test case for the perturbation analysis. The PDZ domain family is divided into distinct classes on the basis of target sequence specificity; class I domains bind to peptide ligands of the form -S/T-X-V/I-COO−, and class II domains bind to sequences of the form -F/Y-X-V/A-COO− (19, 20). An important determinant of ligand specificity is domain position 76 (14, 21), which appears to select the identity of the antepenultimate peptide position. In class I domains, a histidine at this position hydrogen bonds to the serine or threonine hydroxyl of the characteristic recognition motif (14).

To examine the full pattern of energetic connectivity for PDZ position 76, we made a perturbation to the amino acid distribution at this site by extracting the subset of the MSA that contains only histidine at this position. The statistical energetic consequence of this perturbation is a 6.45-kT* change at position 76 from the full MSA. We illustrate statistical coupling to position 76 through two examples. Position 63 is highly conserved in all PDZ domains, showing a distribution that is virtually exclusive for leucine, isoleucine, or valine (Fig. 2A, top) but is largely unaffected by the perturbation at position 76. Consequently, this position displays a low coupling energy (ΔΔGij*stat = 0.31 kT*, σ = 0.3 kT*) with respect to position 76. In contrast, the distribution at position 34 changes for several amino acids upon perturbation at position 76 (Fig. 2A, bottom), resulting in significant statistical coupling (ΔΔGij*stat = 1.32 kT*, σ = 0.3 kT*).

A full primary sequence mapping of statistical coupling for PDZ position 76 shows that most positions in the fold family were not coupled to the perturbed site; instead, only a small set of statistical couplings emerged from noise (Fig. 2B). Mapping the data on the PDZ domain tertiary structure shows that the coupled sites fall into three classes (Fig. 2, C through F). A small set of residues [80, 84, 33, 34] are in the immediate environment of position 76, a finding consistent with expected local propagation of energy from a site of perturbation. In addition,
other interaction surface residues implicated in target sequence recognition [29, 26] emerged as coupled. This result suggests energy propagation through bound substrate and would be an expected consequence of cooperative interaction of binding site residues. Finally, we observed unexpected coupling at long range from sites in the core and on the opposite side of the PDZ domain [51, 57, 66, 90].

To determine how statistical coupling patterns are related to physical energetic coupling of sites, we used the technique of thermodynamic mutant cycle analysis (3, 7) to measure mutational coupling energies for position 76 for one PDZ domain [the third PDZ domain from PSD-95 (PDZ3<sup>3rd-95</sup>)] and compared these data to the statistical predictions. In the mutant cycle method, the energetic effect of one mutation, $m_1$, is measured for two conditions: (i) the wild-type background ($\Delta G_{m_1}$) or (ii) the background of a second mutation, $m_2$ ($\Delta G_{(m_1|m_2)}$). The difference in these two energies gives the coupling energy ($\Delta \Delta G_{m_1|m_2}$) between the two mutations. If $m_1$ does not have the same effect in conditions 1 and 2 ($\Delta G_{m_1|m_2} \neq \Delta G_{m_1}$), then $\Delta \Delta G_{m_1|m_2}$ is nonzero and indicates thermodynamic coupling of the two mutations.

To follow energetic coupling, we developed an equilibrium binding energy assay based on fluorescence resonance energy transfer between green fluorescent protein (GFP)-PDZ domain fusion proteins and tetramethylrhodamine (TMR)-labeled interacting peptides (22, 23). Figure 3B (inset) shows a binding isotherm for interaction of a wild-type GFP-PDZ<sup>3rd-95</sup> protein and a TMR-labeled class I peptide, demonstrating that this assay is capable of high-resolution mapping of binding energies.

Using this assay, we measured coupling energies for a mutation at position 76 [His<sup>76</sup> → Tyr<sup>76</sup> (H76Y)] against mutations at a set of 14 PDZ domain positions and two peptide positions (25). The mutations chosen were designed to test a range of statistical couplings on the PDZ domain, including a set of sites that are not significantly statistically coupled. Statistical energies at coupled sites, whether spatially near to or distant from position 76 are in fact well correlated to the thermodynamic coupling through mutagenesis (Fig. 3); statistically uncoupled sites display mutational coupling energies near to noise. Thus, patterns of statistical energetic coupling for a protein site are likely to describe the thermodynamic energetic connectivity for that position.

The statistical analysis for perturbation at position 76 indicated that other binding site positions [29 and 26] are energetically coupled and suggested the possibility of propagated coupling through the substrate peptide (Fig. 2, B and C). Indeed, mutations at the peptide position directly interacting with PDZ position 76 [Thr<sup>7</sup> → Phe<sup>7</sup> (T7F)] and at the position carrying the terminal carboxylate [Val<sup>9</sup> → Ala<sup>9</sup> (V9A)] were also thermodynamically coupled to the H76Y mutation (Fig. 3D).

With regard to the process of energy propagation in proteins, the overall mapping of coupling shows that residues interacting at long range are connected by a set of juxtaposed coupled residues. These residues form a pathway of energetic connectivity linking these positions (Fig. 4). For example, PDZ position 76 couples through the substrate peptide to the floor of the binding site (position 29), to position 51 within the core of the protein, and to position 57 on the opposite face from the ligand-binding pocket. Although residues composing the pathway occur in some cases along secondary structure elements (residues 76, 80, and 84 fall along one face of a helix), the pathway as a whole is an inherent property of the tertiary structure.

As an independent study, we examined patterns of statistical coupling for a MSA of 178 POZ domains, a fold family that mediates homo- and hetero-oligomerization of ion channel subunits and transcription factors (24). A perturbation at a position in the interaction surface [77] shows a pattern of statistical coupling that forms a sterically connected path [77, 118, 149, 148] that connects the oligomerization interface with the opposing protein surface through four aromatic-aromatic interactions (25), two of which are fully buried in the core of the protein (Fig. 4, C and D). Position 148, which forms one end of the pathway, has been implicated in the binding of K<sup>+</sup> channel β subunits to the POZ domain of Shaker-class K<sup>+</sup> channels; these subunits confer properties of rapid stimulus-dependent channel inactivation (26). The apparent energetic connectivity between two POZ protein interaction surfaces may represent a mechanism of β subunit–dependent
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**Fig. 4.** Pathways of physical connectivity through the core underlie long-distance propagation of energetic coupling in two fold families. Sections through the protein core of PDZ and POZ domains show that, like at the protein surface, energetically coupled positions in the interior for perturbations at (A) PDZ position 76 and at (C) POZ position 77 are mostly surrounded by uncoupled positions. The color scale is the same as in Fig. 2. (B) and (D) show stereo images of the pattern of energetic coupling for these two positions superimposed on ribbon models of representative members of PDZ or POZ fold families, respectively. A continuous pathway of van der Waals interactions connects distant coupled sites through the interior of each domain. The pathway is composed of residues in several secondary structure elements and is therefore an inherent property of the tertiary structure. The figure was prepared with Molscript (33), GLRender (34), Povray (35), and Raster3D (36).
regulation of K⁺ channel activity.

The ability to efficiently propagate energy through tertiary structure is a fundamental property of many proteins and is the physical basis for key biological properties such as allostery and signal transmission. The coupled pathways may represent conduits along which energy distributes through a protein structure to generate these functional features. Protein interaction modules such as the PDZ and POZ domains are known to play key roles as organizing centers for multiprotein signaling complexes in which proteins are assembled into functional macromolecular units (27). In addition to this established role in cellular scaffolding, the finding of energetically coupled pathways within these domains raises the possibility that the interaction modules may also act as conductors of signaling. In the PDZ domain, evidence for such a role comes from the finding that interaction of the guanylate kinase domain of the multi-PDZ protein PSD-95 with MAP1A depends on the binding of target peptides to the PSD-95 PDZ domains (28).

As with any thermodynamic mapping, the approach described here can identify couplings, but it does not itself reveal the physical mechanism of the energetic coupling. Nevertheless, the arrangement of coupled residues into ordered pathways through the core of the PDZ and POZ protein folds suggests that one mechanism may be simple mechanical deformation of the structure along coupled pathways. Given the evolutionary basis of the statistical analysis, we infer that these pathways of energetic connectivity have emerged early in the evolution of the protein folds and, much like the atomic structure, are fundamentally conserved features of the domain families. With growing sequence data for evolutionarily distant genomes and is an Assistant Investigator of the Howard Hughes Medical Institute.
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